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1. INTRODUCTION 
In two recent papers [ 11, 121 the present author and L. A. Peletier 
investigated a class of similarity solutions of the porous media equation. A 
partial characterization of these solutions was given. In the present paper we 
tie up the loose ends. 
The porous media equation 
Uf = WL m> 1, (1) 
is so called due to its description of the flow of a polytropic gas in a 
homogeneous porous media. The equation has further applications in the 
theories of diffusion, heat conduction, boundary layers, and solar 
prominences [ 21. 
Equation (1) is parabolic at any point (x, t), where U(X, t) > 0, but at 
points where u(x, t) = 0 it is not. As a result of this degeneracy (1) need not 
always have a classical solution. However, classes of weak solutions of the 
Cauchy problem and the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem have been defined by 
Oleinik et al. [ 171 and existence and uniqueness theorems proved within 
these classes. 
We shall study (1) in the half-strip S, = (0, co) X (0, T], where T is 
positive. As in [ 11, 121, we shall be concerned with similarity solutions of 
(1) in S, of the following three types: 
I. ui(x, t) = (t + r)” fi(q), fj = x(t + t)-“+(m-‘)a3’2’ for 7 > 0; 
II. u,(x, t) = (7 - t)” f*(q), q = x(7 - f)-‘1+(m--l)a3’2’ for 7 > T; 
III. ZQ(X, t) = eacr+‘)fj(q), r = x exp{ -fcf(m - l)(t + 5)) for any 5. 
Substitution of u1 , u2, and u3 into (1) leads respectively to the following 
equations for the functions f, , fi, and f3 : 
I. (fr;)“+f(l+(m-l)a}~~l=afi, o<v<aJ, Pa) 
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II. (f~)“-~{1+(m-1)a}fjf;=-afZ, o<q-<al, (2b) 
III. (J-Y)” + $X(m - 1) ?& = af3, o<?j<oo. PC) 
These similarity transformations have been investigated by Barenblatt 
[5-71 and Marshak [16], and a number of explicit solutions, summarized in 
[ 111, have been found by various authors [ 1, 5, 6, 8, 14, 17, 18, 24, 25 ]. 
Nonetheless, it is only recently that a rigorous study of the similarity 
solutions has begun. This has centred on the equation 
(k(f) f’)’ + irf’ = 0, o<q<co, (3) 
where k(s) is defined real and continuous for s > 0, with k(0) = 0 and 
k(s) > 0 if s > 0, of which (2a) for a = 0 is a special case. Equation (3) has 
been studied by Atkinson and Peletier [3,4] and by Shampine [2@22]; 
under more restrictive conditions on the function k by Craven and Peletier 
191, by Lee [151, and by Tam [23]; and on the interval --a~ < u < co by van 
Duyn and Peletier [lo]. 
In this paper we consider the equation 
(f”)” + PVf ’ = q.6 o<q<co, (4) 
in which p and q are real constants. Plainly (4) encompasses (2a)--(2c). 
In view of the properties of (1) it is necessary to define a weak solution of 
(4). A function f is said to be a weak solution of (4) if (i) f is bounded 
nonnegative and continuous on [0, co), (ii) (S”)(v) has a continuous 
derivative with respect to q on (0, co), and (iii) f satisfies the identity 
I’= #‘I(f “7’ +pvf I dv + (P + q) I- 4f dv = 0 
0 0 
for all 4 E CA(O, co). 
It was shown in [ 11, 121 that any nontrivial weak solution of (4) f(q) 
(i.e., any weak solution other than the identically zero solution) must be of 
one of the following two forms: 
TYPE A. There exist parameters U > 0 and /I, with p > 0 if U = 0, and a 
constant a = a(U, /?) E (0, a~) such that f is a positive classical solution of 
(4) on the interval (0, a) satisfying the boundary conditions 
and 
f (0) = u, 
f(a) = 0, 
(f “Y(O) = P> 
df”)‘(a) = 0, 
(5) 
f(q)=0 on [a,oo). 
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TYPE B. There exist parameters U > 0 and p, with /I > 0 if U = 0, such 
that f is a bounded positive classical solution of problem (4), (5) on (0, 00). 
We shall say that the trivial solution is of Type A with U = p = 0. 
For fixed p and q let PA denote the set of values (U, /I) for which there 
exists a solution of Type A and let YB denote the set of values (U, /I) for 
which there exists a solution of Type B. Then the following results have been 
established [ 11, 121: 
(a) If q < 0 and 2p + q < 0 then YA = ((0, 0)) and YB = 0. 
(b) If q < 0 and 2p + q =0 then 9; = {(0,/I): 0 <p < co} and 
.YB=O. 
(c) If q ,< 0 and 2p + q > 0 then given any U > 0 there exists a unique 
,!3* =/l*(U) such that 9, = {(U,/?*(U)): 0 < U < “o} and .Y8is= 
((U,P):O,<U< co andP*(U)<P< co}. 
(d) If q > 0 and p > 0 then given any U > 0 there exists a unique 
p*=p*(U)suchthatc4/‘,={(U,/?*(U)):O<U<co} andcSP,=a. 
(e) If q > 0 and p < 0, or q = 0 and p < 0, then YA = { (O,O)} and 
%~(o,co)x(-co,o], moreover, given any U> 0 there exists at least one 
/3 E (-co, 0] such that (U, /I) E YB. Furthermore, if q = 0 or p + q > 0 given 
any U > 0 there exists at most one /I E (-co, 0] such that (U, ,8) E ,Y,. 
Finally, given any (U, /I) E 9, U YB there exists at most one weak 
solution of (4) satisfying (5). 
In the present paper we shall settle the question of uniqueness with respect 
to U of solutions of Type B for the remaining cases of class (e) above, and 
investigate the asymptotic behaviour as v -+ co of solutions of Type B. 
The paper is structured as follows. For convenience, in the next section, 
we shall just list a number of basic results to which frequent reference will be 
made in the course of the present analysis. Then, in Section 3, we shall settle 
the open uniqueness question and succinctly summarize the existence and 
uniqueness results for all values of p and q. In the following section, 
Section 4, we shall identify the asymptotic behaviour as n + co of solutions 
of Type B and discuss the rate at which these solutions approach the 
asymptotic limit. Finally, in Section 5 we shall investigate the dependence of 
the asymptotic limit as q -+ co of a solution of Type B on the parameters U 
and /I in the initial condition (5). 
2. FUNDAMENTAL RESULTS 
LEMMA 1 (On the classical solution of (4)). Let (qO, U,, &,) E Sz = 
IO, 00) x (0, 00) x (- ~0,m)u((0,0,/3):0</3< co}; then there exists an 
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E > 0 such that (4) has a unique positive classical solution in 9Jno) = 
(nE(O,oo):In-noJ<e}satisfying 
f h) = uci, (f V(%> = PO * (6) 
Furthermore, positive classical solutions of problem (4), (6) depend 
continuously on initial data in R. 
This lemma is a simple consequence of the standard theory of ordinary 
differential equations [ 131 since for any (q,,, U,,, p,,) E R problem (4), (6) 
may be locally transformed to an ordinary differential equation for which the 
standard theory applies; cf. [ 11, 121. 
LEMMA 2 (Properties of solutions of Type A satisfying f (0) = U > 0 
[ 11 I). Suppose p > 0 and 2p + q > 0. Then given any U > 0 there exists a 
unique solution of Type A, f(q), satisfying f (0) = U. Furthermore, setting 
a=sup{rjE[O,co):f(rl)>O}: 
(i) ifp + q < 0 there exists a point ri E (0, a) such that (f m)’ (r) > 0 
for all v E [0, ii)! (f ,)’ (rj) = 0 and (.I”“)’ (r) < 0 for all rl E (ii a), 
(ii) tfp + q = 0, (f ,)’ (0) = 0 and (f”)’ (n) < 0 for all n E (0, a), 
(iii) ifp + q > 0, (f m)’ (r) < 0 for all v E [0, a). 
LEMMA 3 (Properties of solutions of Type B [ 121). Let f(v) be a 
solution of Type B. 
(i) If q < 0 and 2p + q > 0 then either there exists a point Q E (0, 00) 
such that (f “‘)’ (n) > 0 for all n E [0, f), (f m)’ (ii> = 0 and (f “‘)’ (q) < 0 for 
all n E (ii, 00); (f “‘)’ (0) = 0 and (f”)’ (n) < 0 for all n E (0, CD); or 
(f m)’ (II> < 0 for all 9 E [0, co). 
(ii) If q = 0 and p > 0 then either (f m)’ (q) # 0 for all n E [0, co), or 
f(q) 3 U on [0, co). 
(iii) Zf q > 0 and p < 0 then (f ,)’ (n) < 0 for all n E [0, 00). 
(iv) Zfq = 0 and p < 0 then f (q) = U on [0, co). 
Moreover, 
9f (rl) + 03 U”>’ (v) + 0 as v+co. (7) 
3. UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS OF TYPE B FOR q>O AND p (0, OR, q=O 
ANDJIG 
Suppose U > 0. Then for q = 0 it was established in [ 121 that there exists 
one and only one solution of Type B satisfying f (0) = U, namely,f(q) = U. 
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On the other hand, for q > 0 it was shown that there exists at least one such 
solution, and furthermore that if p + q > 0 this solution is unique. 
In this section we shall show that for the remaining values ofp and q there 
is also at most one bounded positive classical solution of (4) on (0, co) 
satisfyingf(0) = U. We begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Assume q > 0 and p < 0, and let f, and fi be two monotonic 
decreasing solutions of (4) in an interval (0, a), 0 < a < 00, satisfying the 
initial condition 
f,(O) = u > 0, (f y)’ (O) = Pi < O9 
for i = 1,2. Then ifj3, > PI it holds that 
f i(v) >f i(v) for all q E [0, a). 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a point q,, E (0, a) such that 
f i h) <f Xrl,,). Then since 
by continuity we can define a point g, E (0, v,,] such that 
f i(v) >f Xv) for all r,r E [0, s,) 
and 
f i(Sl) =f Xrll). 
Plainly then 
fi(lr) >fi(V) for all v E (0, VI]. 
Hence, substituting f, and fi into (4), it holds that 
(f Y -f 3” (rl) = -Prl(f1 -f*)’ (r) + 4(fi -f*)(v) > 0 
for all q E (0, qr]. Whence 
(f ‘: -f 3’ (111) > PI -P* > 0. 
However, since f, is monotonic decreasing, by (8) and (9) we have 
(8) 
(9) 
(f 3’ (rid = mf T’(rl,) f ;(rt,) = mf Y-‘(rl,) fXrJ 
< mfl:-‘(rl,) f;(rlJ = (f 3’ (v& 
which is a contradiction. 
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To prove that when q > 0 and p < 0 there exists at most one solution of 
Type B satisfying f(0) = U is now straightforward. 
Suppose that there exist two. such solutions f, andf,. Then by Lemma 3,f, 
and f, are strictly monotonic decreasing on [0, co). Without any loss of 
generality suppose that 0 > (fy)’ (0) > cry)’ (0). Then by Lemma 4, 
f,!(r) >f;(q) for all r,i E [0, co). It follows that 
f’(V) -fz(r> >flhJ -fzhJ > 0 
for all 17 > no > 0. However, this contradicts (7). We conclude that there 
exists at most one solution of Type B ‘satisfying f(0) = U. 
Compiling the results for this particular class of values of p and q, we 
have thus proved: 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume q > 0 and p ( 0, or q = 0 and p < 0. Then 
given any U > 0 there exists precisely one solution of Type B satisfying 
f (0) = u. 
In the Introduction the existence and uniqueness results for weak solutions 
of (4), proved in [ 11, 121, were summarized. Proposition 1 strengthens these 
results for the case q > 0 and p < 0. However, by using the following obser- 
vation the results may be strengthened still further. 
Remark. Let f(q) denote a weak solution of (4) satisfying (5). Then for 
any P > 0 
h(v) =p- z/cm- y(j4 
is also a weak solution of (4) with the initial condition 
h(O)=p--““-“U, (A”)’ (0)=p-(m+‘)/(~-‘)p~ 
In view of this remark and Lemmas 2 and 3, the existence and uniqueness 
results may be compiled as follows. 
THEOREM 1. For fixed p and q let 9’; denote the set of values (U, /I) for 
which there exists a solution of Type A and let ~7~ denote the set of values 
(U, /3) for which there exists a solution of Type B. 
(a) If q < 0 and 2p + q < 0 then 9” = { (0,O)) and YB = 0, 
(b) If q < 0 and 2p + q = 0 then 9” = {(O,,f?): 0 <p < 03) and 
%u:, = 0. 
(c) If q < 0 and 2p + q > 0 then there exists a unique /I, such that 
9, = ((U, v’ m+‘)‘2P1):O<U< oo} and YB= {(U,p):O< UC a~ and 
ti” t ‘)‘2/3* < p < co ), where p1 > 0 zf p + q < 0, /I1 = 0 if p + q = 0 and 
p, <O$p+q>O. 
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(d) If q > 0 and p > 0 then there exists a unique 8, < 0 such that 
.7,4 = ((U, u’ mt”i2/3,):0< UC co} and YB=O. 
(e) Zf q > 0 and p < 0, or q = 0 and p & 0, then YA = ((0, 0)) and 
there exists a unique /?, such that YB = {(U, Ufm’ ““p,): 0 < U < co }, where 
/3,<Oifq>Oandp,=Oifq=O. 
Moreover, for each (U, p) E %V, V YB there exists at most one weak 
solution of (4) satisfying (5). 
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS OF TYPE B 
Let f(v) be a solution of Type B. Then it was shown in [ 121 that if q = 0, 
f(q) + V as v + co for some V > 0. In this section we shall extend this result 
to all values of p and q. To be precise we shall verify the following assertion. 
THEOREM 2. Let f (q) be a solution of Type B. Then 
f(q)- VrjpA as ff+oo 
for some V > 0, where 
(10) 
A = --4/P for p#O 
=o for p = 0. 
We shall prove the result in a number of stages. Moreover, since it has 
already been established for the case q = 0 we shall confine our attention to 
the case q # 0. Thus, by Theorem 1, we shall consider q < 0 and 2p + q > 0, 
and q > 0 and p < 0. Note that in both these cases, 1 > 0 implicitly. 
To prove Theorem 2 we shall utilize properties of the auxiliary function 
defined by 
Since A > 0, immediately we have 0(O) = 0 and 0(q) > 0 for all v E (0, co). 
Moreover, substituting B in (4) it holds that 
(f”)” +py’-9’ = 0 for O<q<co, (11) 
and 
(12) 
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A more significant property of the function 19 is contained in the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5. (i) If q < 0 and 2p + q > 0 there exists a point q E (0, co) 
such that @‘(v) > 0 for all q E (0, q), B’(q) = 0 and e’(q) < 0 for all 
17 E (ii, a>- 
(ii) Ifq>Oandp<OthenB’(~)>OforalZ~E(O,oo). 
Proof. Suppose that e’(v,) = 0 for some point v0 E (0, co). Then by (12) 
(em)” (vo) = -ml(ml + 1) tf;*eyr,) < 0. 
Hence either e’(q) > 0 for all v E (0, co), or there exists a point WE (0, 00) 
such that e’(q) > 0 for all v E (0, ?j), e’(q) = 0 and B’(r) < 0 for all 
rl E m 00). 
It follows from the above that there exists a maximal interval (v,, uo) 
such that P(v) # 0 on (q,, 00). Now, suppose that p@(v) > 0 for all 
q E (vi, co). Then by (11) (f”)” (q) < 0 for all q E (vi, co). However, by 
Lemma 3 there exists a point v2 E (vi, co) such that (f”)’ (vz) < 0. Whence 
(f”)’ @I> < (f”) (532) < 0 ford1 vE b2, 00)~ 
but this contradicts (7). We conclude that p@(v) < 0 on (11, , oo), from which 
the lemma follows. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we shall now distinguish between the 
two cases (i) q ( 0 and 2p + q > 0, and (ii) q > 0 and p < 0. We shall treat 
each of these cases separately below. 
(i) The Case q < 0 and 2p + q > 0 
It follows from Lemma 5 that 8(q) +. V as q + co for some V > 0. Hence 
to prove the theorem it remains to show that by necessity V > 0. 
By Lemmas 3 and 5 there exists a point 4 E (0, co) such that 
(f”)’ (q) < 0 and B’(q) < 0 for all v > q. Hence, observing that 
(2 - 1) = (2p + q)/p > 0, if one multiplies (11) by r] and integrates from 
rl > f to r2 > q1 one obtains 
(13) 
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Letting q2 + co in (13) we deduce that 
a-“)’ (r) -frn(rl) <Pr2-A-Pr12f(‘l) for all r] > rf (14) 
Now suppose that V= 0. Then, multiplying (14) by ~C1-z”“‘“/f(~) and 
integrating from q to an arbitrary ~7 > f it holds that 
l(v) 
(kc 1) V 
Cl-m)lmfm- 
< (mm 1) q(I-m)/mfm-‘(q) - {tl(m+l)lm _ jj(mt I)/mj, mp+ml 
However, this contradicts (7). We conclude that any .solution of Type B 
satisfies (10) for some V > 0. 
(ii) The Case q > 0 andp < 0 
To prove the theorem in this case, we multiply (11) by qAP ’ and integrate 
from v, > 0 to q2 > q, deriving 
-@Yv*) = -P4V,) + &‘(f”>’ (r2) - Ir:-‘u-“Y (VI) 
- -!!- (A - 1) 1” cP *@(C)(j-” - I)’ (I;) d[. 
m-1 VI 
In view of the monotonicity off and 8 described in Lemmas 3 and 5, this 
means that 
-Pwf*) < -P&rlJ - T:-Yf”)’ (a,> 
for all v2 > q, > 0. Hence if we choose q, so large that 
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it holds that 
-fPw72) < -Pm,) - rl:-‘(f”)’ (r,> 
for all 11~ > v, . In short this means that 19(q) is bounded on (0, co). However, 
since by Lemma 5, 19(q) is positive and monotonic increasing on (0, co), this 
implies that there exists a VE (0, co) such that 0(q) -+ V as q + 00. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2 identifies the asymptotic behaviour as q -+ 03 of a solution of 
Type B. One might enquire however as to the rate of convergence toward the 
asymptotic limit. The following theorem provides an estimate. 
THEOREM 3. Let f(q) be a solution of Type B and set V= 
lim, +m rlAf(rl) > 0. 
(i) Ifq=O andp>O then 
f(v) - V = O(J erfc(orj)) as q -+ co, 
where 
(ii) If q = 0 and p < 0 then 
f(rj) = V for all q E (0, co). 
(iii) If q # 0 then 
$f(v)- V= O(~-‘m-1’*-2) as q-03. 
Proof. (i) We begin by following an argument of Shampine [20]. Note 
that if U = 0 then, by necessity, /I > 0. Thus the integral 
is well defined for n > 0. Hence we may multiply (4) by 
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and integrate from 0 to r~ > 0. This yields 
Whence 




for all q > 0. Now, by Lemma 3, f(r) < W= max{ U, V} for all q > 0. 
Hence, substituting in( 16), 
= + IpI 7~“~ erfc(yv)/y (17) 
for all YZ > 0, where y = (i p W’ pm/m)“2. 
Inequality (17) already provides an estimate of the convergence of f(r]) 
toward V as q + co. However, following Peletier [ 191 we may use (17) to 
step up the above analysis and sharpen the result. We shall assume that 
p # 0 since the trivial case /3 = 0 is already covered by (17). 
It follows from (17) that the integral 
z = om [{f’-y[) - VI-} d[ I 
is well defined and finite, i.e., --oo ( Z ( co. Thus, multiplying (15) by 
exp{~pV’-m~2/m} it is a consequence that 
(f”)’ (q) exp{+pV’-mq2/m} + C as r7 --t 00, (18) 
where C = p exp(--pllm }. Rewriting (18) gives 
f’(s) - (I/m) PmC exp{-a2y2} as V -+ co. 
Hence, by integration 
*1/2pm 
V--f(v) - 2ma C erfc(av) as q-+ co. (19) 
(ii) This is just a restatement of Lemma 3. 
(iii) Set e(q) = $f(q) for 0 < q < co, and choose a point r. E (0, 00) 
so large that 
@‘@I) < 0 for all q > q. ; (20) 
409/71/2-S 
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such a point exists by Lemma 5. Then multiplying (12) by r$(0”‘)’ (q) and 
integrating from arbitrary 9, > q, to q2 > q, yields 
+ $nA(rnA + l)82m(zll) +lv2 C(P), (C)@(C) 
RI 
x {-Pc2+(m-1)A + m(2mn + 1) P’(C)} d[. (21) 
Hence, if qI > q0 is chosen so large that 
IPI rl t+(m-‘)A > m(2mA + 1) s~?~ (em-r(C)} 
it is clear that the integral on the right-hand side of (21) is monotonic 
with respect to q2. Furthermore e’“(q) --) V*” as 9 + co. Thus 
lim, +oo q’{(P)’ (v)}* exists. Suppose though that 
+wm)’ WI* > 62 for all ij > 11; 
some 6 > 0, q > qO. Then, noting (20), 
--iem) (VI > I P I ah for all q > f. 
Whereupon, integrating with respect to q, 
-pevd + pev7) > I ~16 we7) for all v > 4, 
which contradicts the fact that 8(q) -+ V as v -+ co. We conclude that 
tj’((P)’ (v)}‘-+O as q+ co. 
However, since 
(f”)’ (q> = v-m*(P)’ (v) - mkq-mA- WQ), 
this means that 
(f”)’ (r]) - -m;lVm~-‘-mA as q-+co. (22) 
Now, noting (22), multiplying (11) by r,?’ and integrating yields 
Pm) -PV= -ev7’ (VI- (A - I’J~ c7fm~ (w (23) 
q 
for all q > 0. Hence, if we substitute (22) into (23) it may be concluded that 
pd(v) -pV- mlV”(ml + 1){2 + (m - l)A}-’ qmZP(mP’)’ as q-i 00. 
(24) 
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COROLLARY. (i) Zf q = 0 and p > 0 then either 
(f”)’ (r) = 0 for all ?j > 0, 
or there exists a constant C # 0 such that 
(f”)‘(q) - C exp(--a*q*) as rj + co. 
(ii) Zfq=O andp<O then 
(f”)’ (rl) = 0 for all q > 0. 
(iii) Zf q # 0 then 
(f”)’ (q) - -mkV”q-‘-mA as q -+ co. 
Remark. It follows from (17), (19), and (24) that the estimates in 
Theorem 3 are sharp. 
5. THE DEPENDENCE OF THE ASYMPTOTIC LIMIT ON THE INITIAL 
PARAMETERS 
In this final section we shall study the dependence of the asymptotic limit 
as q -+ 00 of solutions of Type B on the initial parameters U and p in (5). We 
shall deal first with the simpler case, namely, q > 0 and p < 0, or q = 0 and 
p < 0, in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Supposeq>Oandp<O,orq=Oandp<O.ForU>Olet 
f (7; U) denote the unique weak solution of (4) satisfying f (0) = U and set 
Then V( 1) > 0 and 
f/(U)= ~‘+‘“-lLw~(q for O<Ucoo. 
Proof. See Theorems 1 and 2 and the remark following Proposition 1. 
In the remaining case, when q < 0 and 2p + q > 0, the situation is not so 
straightforward; for here given any U > 0 there exists a one parameter family 
of weak solutions of (4) satisfying f (0) = U. We shall nonetheless establish a 
relationship between the asymptotic limit of a weak solution of (4) and the 
initial parameters U and p in (5). We begin with some groundwork. 
Henceforth we shall assume that q < 0 and 2p + q > 0 and set 
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.Y = %Y, U YB. For (U, /I) E Y let f(r; 17, /3) denote the unique weak 
solution of (4) satisfying (5) and set 
We make the preliminary observation, based on the remark following 
Proposition 1, that for any u > 0 
V(oU, u ~mtI~12~)~al+'"~l'A12~(U,~)~ (25) 
We now turn to an investigation of the monotonicity of the function 
V(U,p). A basic tool in this investigation will be the following “maximum 
principle” which extends a similar result proved in [ 121. 
LEMMA 6. Let f,(q) and f2(q) be two distinct solutions of problem (4), 
(5) in an interval (0, a) for some a > 0. Then there exists at most one point 
v. E P, a> such thatf,(rlo) =f2(ro). 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exist two points in [0, a) where 
f, and f2 are equal. Then, by continuity and by uniqueness in Lemma 1, 
without any loss of generality we can designate the points q,, u2 E [0, a), 
q, < r2, with the properties 
and 
fhl) =f2@71), fi(r/2) =f2(v2), 
fi(V> >f2(l?) for all rl E h , r2h 
(f 3’ (r*> > (f 3’ h), (f 3 (t/z) < (f 3 (v2>* 
However, multiplying (4) for both f, and f2 by q and integrating from qr to 
q2 we have 
rlz(f r; -f 3 (~72) - v,(f 7’ -f 3’ (rl,) = (2~ + q)j” [ifi -f,(C)} 4, 
‘)I 
which is contradictory. 
The following result, which can claim some intrinsic interest, is an 
important consequence of Lemma 6. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose q Q 0 and 2p + q > 0. 
(i) Let (U, PI), (17, /?J E PB and suppose that PI > p2. Then 
fh UYP,) >f(s; K/32> for all rj E (0, ~0). 
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(ii) Let (U,, P), (U,, P> E 8 and suppose that U, > U,. Then 
(a) ifp+q>O 
f(% u, 3 PI > fh u29 P> for all rl E [0, 00); 
(b) ifp + q < 0 there exists a point fjE (0, co) such that 
f(rl; u, ?P> > ./-OK U*,P> for all v E [0, fj), 
.fYr; u, 9 P> = f(C u, 2 P), 
and 
fh u, 2 P> < f(r; u* 3 PI for all r] E (fj, 00). 
Proof. (i) This follows immediately from Lemma 6. 
(ii) For convenience, set fi(q) = f(r; Ui,j3) for i = 1, 2. The proof 
then hinges on the identity 
K”>’ (rl) + pti(r) = P + (P + q) 1’ f,(C) dC 
0 
(26) 
for i = 1, 2, obtained by integrating (4). 
(a) For p + q > 0. Suppose that the assertion is false. Then by 
continuity there exists a point +j E (0, co) such that f,(q) > fi(q) for all 
r E [0, ?j) and f,(f) = f,(d). Moreover, by the uniqueness in Lemma 1, 
(fy)’ (rf) < (fy)’ (rf). However, from (26) we have 
U-7 - f3’ (a> = (P + q) j” (f, - f,)(C) dC > 0, 
0 
which provides a contradiction. 
(b) For p + q < 0. In this case from (26) we deduce that 
(f:: -.m’ PI) +Pv’-%?f*(v) - rl”fi(r)I 
= (P + q) j; (f, -f&C) dC (27) 
for all q > 0. Note that 1 -A = (p + q)/p < 0 and that by (7), (j-y)’ (q) + 0 
as q + co for i = 1, 2. Thus we may let 7 + co in (27) deriving 
i Oc U-1 - fJ(C) 4 = 0. (28) 0 
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Now by Lemma 6, either f,(q) >f2(~) for all q E [0, co), or there exists a 
point tjE (0, co) such that fi(r) >f2(tl) for all tf E [0, q),fi(ii) =f*(tj), and 
fi(q) <f*(q) for all v E (ii, co). By (28), though, the latter option is the only 
possibility. Thus the proposition is proved. 
Remark. It can easily be shown that Proposition 2 part (i) remains true 
for all (U, j?,), (U, &) E L4”‘, and that Proposition 2 part (ii) remains true for 
all (U, , /I), (U, , /.I) E ,Y when p + q # 0. However, (U, 0) E LYA for all U > 0 
when p + q = 0. 
We are now in a position to describe the monotonicity of V(U, /I) in 9. 
PROPOSITION 3. (i) Let (U, PI), (U, /I,) E .Y and suppose that /I, > &. 
Then V(U, P,) > V(Q P2). 
(ii) Let (17, , /I), (U, , /I) E 9 and suppose that U, > U, . Then 
(a> ifp + 4 > 0, W,,P> > V(U,,P), 
@I ifp + q = 0, V(U, 3 P) = V(U,., 8, 
Cc) ifP + 4 < 0, V(U, ,P) < V(U,,P). 
ProoJ Noting Theorem 1, since V(U, /I) > 0 for (U, /I) E Y8 and 
V( 17, p) = 0 for (U, /3) E LYA, to prove the proposition it suffices to consider 
only initial data in Li”i. 
(i) Since the result has already been established for q = 0 [ 121 we 
shall confine our attention to the case q < 0 (and A > 0). For convenience we 
set fi(~) = f(v; U, pi) and Vi = V( U, pi) for i = 1, 2. 
Multiplying (4) by q for bothf, and f2, integrating and subtracting yields 
wl: - f3’ PI) - df’: - fT)(rl> + Pr*Gfi - f&v) 
= (2~ + q) 1’ W, -f,)(C) dC 
0 
for all 9 > 0. Consequently, by Theorem 3 and its corollary, 
(2~ + s> i” W-, - .A)(0 d< 
=pv’-,‘(V, - V,) + O(qpmn) as q+ co. (29) 
Now, by Proposition 2, V, > I’, . If we suppose though that V, = V,, then by 
(29) 
I m Kf, - s,)(C) & = 0, 0 
which contradicts Proposition 2. 
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i=l(l;) F or convenience set fi(v) = f(v; Ui, p) and Vi = I’(Ui, p) for 
> * 
(a) For p + q > 0. Integrating (4) for bothf, and fi and subtracting 
yields 
U-‘: - J-3’ (rl) + PO-i - fdv) = (P + 4) 1” (f, - fi>(O 4 
0 
for all q > 0. Thus by Theorem 3 and its corollary 
(P + 9) lo’ (f, - f2)(0 dC=mpA(V, - V2) + O(V-‘-“‘~‘) as q+w. 
We proceed now along lines of the proof of part (i). By Proposition 2, 
V, > I’,. However, if we suppose that I’, = V, we obtain, in this instance, 
I ‘;c U-1 - J-J(C) 4 = 0, 0 
which contradicts Proposition 2. 
(b) For p + q = 0. In this case direct integration of (4) yields 
-P+PW,P)=O 
for any (U, /I) E pB. 
(c) For p + q < 0. In this final case by Proposition 2 there exists a 
point ii E (0, ao) such that f,(q) = f*(q) andfi(q) < &(q) for all q E (f, 00). 
Constructing integrations over the interval (4, co) the proof may be 
completed identically to that of part (i). We omit further details. 
We now show that V( U, p) is continuous in .Y. This will be done in three 
steps. First we show that V(U, p) is continuous in 9;) next in Y’\{ (0, O)}, 
and finally in the whole of 9. Each of these steps will be represented by a 
lemma below. Throughout, for (U,, /I,) E 9 and 6 > 0 we shall set 
LEMMA 7. V(U, p) is continuous in y;B. 
ProoJ Pick (U,, PO) E L$, and 6 > 0. We begin by showing that there 
exists a (V, /I*) E S$ such that 
f(rl; u, P> < f(v u*, P”> forall vE(O,co) (30) 
and for all (U, p) E g6(Uo, p,,). 
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By Proposition 3; when p + q > 0 it holds that V( U, p) ( V( U, + 6, & + S) 
for all (VP) E %(UO>PO) and when p+q<o it 
holds that V(U, /3) < V(0, /3,, + 6) for all (U, /I) E zS~(U,,, /I,,). In either 
case v= sup{ V(U,p): (U,/3) E AY8(U,,/?,,)} < co. Next choose p, > 0 such 
that (1, /I,) E & and choose a u* so large that Uy: > 17, + 6 
and (CJ*)1+(m-11)1’2V(l,/3,) > I? We assert that (cr*, /3*), where 
p* = (~)‘“+I’/* /I,, has the desired property. 
Let (U, /3) E 98(U,, , p,,) be arbitrary. Then 
and hence (30) holds for small values of q, while by (25), 
V(U,j3)< v< (~)I+(m~1)~‘2V(l,P1)= V(F,p*), 
and therefore (30) holds for large values of v. It follows from Lemma 6 that 
(30) must then hold for all values of q E (0, co). Thus (IF, /I*) has the 
desired property. 
Next, multiplying (11) for any (U, /I) E Y8 by qnp’ and integrating we 
derive 
V(U, P) - F(v; u, P> = (1 - J.1 qv; UT P), 
where 
F(% U,P) = VY-‘f(r; u, P> + $ vA-‘(fm>’ (55u, P> 




< I WI; u, P) - F(rl; ull, &>I + I 1 - A I {I(% u, p> + Z(% u,, p,)} 
~I~(rl;U,P)--(rl;U,,P,)I+211--IIz(rl;U*,P*) 
for all n E (0, co). 
Now, given E > 0 we may pick an r* so large that 
2 I 1 - A 1 z(q*, F, p*) < $&. 
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Whereupon, by the continuous dependence of positive classical solutions of 
(4) on initial data recalled from Lemma 1, we can pick a 6, E (0, S) such 
that 
IF(v”; u,p)-wl*; Uo,Po)l < ;E 
for all (U, /I) E 9b0(U,,, &,). It follows that 
I V(UYP) - V(UO~PO)l < & for all (U P) E ~&Jo, PO>. 
Since (U,, /3,) E %YB, 6 > 0, and E > 0 were arbitrary this completes the 
proof of Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose U,, > 0 and (U,, , j3,) E PA. Then given any E > 0 
there exists a 6 > 0 such that V(U, p) < E for all (U, /?) E 53’JU,, /I,). 
Proof: Fixs>O. Seta=sup(~E[O,co):f(~;U,,/3,)>O},O<a<co, 
and 0,(q) = $f(q; U,,, /I,,) for 0 < q < co. Then since 0,(v) + 0 as v + a-, 
there exists a point a, E (0, a) such that 
0 < 4@,) = atf<a,; Uo,Po) < 9 
and 
eb(aJ=aLf’(a,; U,,p,)+na:~‘f(aI;Uo,Po)<O. 
Now, since by Lemma 1 positive classical solutions of (4) depend 
continuously on initial data, there exists a 6 > 0 such that for all 
(U3P) E ~@O~PO) 
0 < aff(a,; U,/3) < $5 
and 
aff’<a, ; U,P) + Aa:- ‘f(a, ; U, P) < 0. 
Hence, if for arbitrary (U, /I) E AY8(U,,, &) we set B(q) = q”f(q; U, /I) it holds 
that @a,) < $E and t9’(a,) < 0. However, by Lemma 5, this means that 
B(v) ( fs for all v E (a,, co). Hence V(U, /3) < E. In other words there exists 
a 6 > 0 such that V(U, /I) < E for all (U, j3) E L~‘~(U,, /I,). 
LEMMA 9. Given any E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that V(U, ,!I) < E for 
all (U, P) E 9&A 0). 
ProoJ (i) If p + q > 0. Then by Proposition 3 
V( u, p) < V(S, S) < v(d2’(m+ ‘I, S) for all (U, j3) E , Yf8(0, 0) 
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and 0 < 6 < 1. Hence, by (25) 
V(UJ) < g12+cm~I,~l/cm+l,y(l, 1) for all (U, /I) E 21,(0, 0) 
and0<6< 1. 
(ii) If p + q < 0. Then by Proposition 3 
wJ,P) -c VA 4 for all (I.4 /I) E BJO, 0), 
but by (25) 
qo,q = gl2+(m-l)~l/(m+l)v(o, 1). 
Observing that V(U,/3) = 0 for all (U,/?) E PA and thus that trivially 
V(U,p) is continuous in 9;) combining Lemmas 7, 8, and 9 produces the 
promised result. 
PROPOSITION 4. V( U, j?) is continuous in 9. 
To complete our investigation of the function V(U, /I) we shall study its 
range. 
For fixed U E [0, co) let 
Then we assert that v,(U) = oo for all U> 0. When ‘U= 0, by (25) 
v(o,~)=~~~+(~-I)~I/(~+~)v(o, 1) for all p > 0, 
so plainly v,(O) = co. Suppose though that ~D(U,J < 00 for some U, > 0. 
Then by (25) 
qw = (UPCJ l+(m-1).U2~D(uO) < oc) for all U > 0. 
However, in view of the fact that v,(O) = co, this contradicts the continuity 
of V(U, /I) in Y,. We conclude that indeed rB(v> = co for all 0 < U < co. 
Next we observe that for p + q < 0, for fixed p > 0 the range of V( U, /I) is 
prescribed by Theorem 1 and Proposition 3. If, however, p + q > 0 the 
situation is not so clear. In this case for fixed /I E (-co, co), let 
~Jj-q = SUP{ vu, P) : (U, P) E Y}. 
Plainly, by (25), VU(O) = co. We assert though that ~,(/I) = co for all 
p E (-co, co). For supposing to the contrary that ~&I,) < oo for some 
Po#O, then by (25) 
v,w = w&J 
t2+(m-l)ll/(m+l)~U~O) < oc) for all /I//3, > 0. 
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However, in view of the continuity of V(U,/I) in 9, this contradicts 
v,,(O) = co. 
From a summary of the results of this section the following theorem has 
evolved. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose q < 0 and 2p + q > 0. For (U, j?) E 9 = YA U %i”; 
let f (n; U, p) denote the weak solution of problem (4), (5) and set V(U, p) = 
lim, -= r”f(v; i! P). 
(i) If p + q > 0 then V(U,p) is continuous and strictly monotonic 
increasing with respect to U and p in 9. Furthermore for fixed U> 0, 
V(U,p)+co as p+ 03, and for fixed PE (-co, co), V(U,p)+oo as 
u+ co. 
(ii) Zf p + q = 0 then V(U, ,b) = p/p for ah (U, p) E 9. 
(iii) Zf p + q < 0 then V(U, p) is continuous, strictly monotonic 
decreasing with respect to U, and strictly monotonic increasing with respect 
to /3 in 9. Furthermore for fixed U > 0, V(U, ,f3) + co as j3 --t 00. 
As a consequence of Theorem 5 we are able to state the following 
theorem, which extends a similar result confined to the case q = 0 proved in 
1121. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose q < 0 and 2p + q > 0. For (U,IJ) E 9 = ,Y” U ,Y” 
let f (n; U, /3) denote the weak solution of problem (4), (5) and set V(U, /?) = 
lim 0-m rlAf(r; U,P)* 
(i) Then given any U> 0 and v* > 0 there exists a unique 
p E (--00, co) such that (U,p) E 9’ and V(U,/3) = v*. 
(ii) (a) Zfp+q>O, thengiven any/?E(--oo,co)and v*>O there 
exists a unique U > 0 such that (U, /3) E 9 and V( U, /3) = v* tf and only tf 
p<O,orP>Oand v*>(O,@. 
(b) Zf p+q=O, then given any j3E (-a,~) and I/yF>O there 
exists a U > 0 such that (U, p) E 9 and V(U, p) = P if and only tfj3 > 0 
and v* = /l/p in which case V(U, /?) = v* for all U > 0. 
(c) Zf p + q < 0, then given any p E (-co, 00) and v* > 0 there 
exists a unique U > 0 such that (U, ,b) E .Y and V(U, /?) = v* tf and only tf 
/?>O and v* < V(O,/3). 
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